
Thiis project is about comparing depression problem 

with circulatory system. Alike our blood that purified at 

our heart and circulate around our body then being 

purify again and again, our feeling also purified at our 

home then go through daily life. Our daily life sometime 

may make us felt depress and gain more anxiety but 

when we arrived home every  sadness and depression 

will gone with a wind.  will gone with a wind.  

We spend most of our 
life-time in work and 
school. I compare it as 
brain because we have to 
use our brain while study-
ing and working.

I compare those complex 
and never ending trans-
portation system as our 
devious intestine. 

I compare our heart as our 
house front door and our 
lung as our home. Since 
lung is where gas ex-
change happen and purify 
blood, similar to our 
remedy feeling when we at 
homhome.
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Art Nouveau Forest
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Characters

The Little One’s journey
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Go through the MarketReaching the universityBeginning the journey

Buildings

This project is about describing Thailand education by comparing with a character name ‘The little one’ and their journey. They have to climb the 
world that in a shape of mountain. Their hood represent their personal interests. Their coat represent their self-confident. Their boots represent their 
action. Their clothes will be teared, punctured and destroyed by those drilling machines, mountain sharpness, and sharp buildings (time-saver one) 
with consent or forced by the big one. Through their journey, the little one will gain more gold that represent their knowledge resources for their future. 
Then,Then, they have to spend it at the market on pieces of cloth to repair their clothes. After they got their masks at the last shop of the market, they will 
transform into the big one then they will go down the mountain to control their next generation.

Climbing time saver
building

Got their clothes drilled
at drilling machine

Drilling Machines The Market The World
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This project is continue from ‘The Little One’s journey’ project. I creating the 
world in 3D model by using papercut technic. The world is in a shape of moun-
tain. Those steepness and surface sharpness increase by depending on height. 
The lowest floor represents elementary school. The second floor represents 
middle school. The third floor represents high school and the top of the mountain 
represents university. The big one and The little one believe that the top is the 
most success point of their life. However, it is just the beginning besause the real 
uniuniversity is the market behind the fake castle 

Hiking The Deception
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This project is about telling my feeling. In my opinion, to tell someone 
what I feel is very hard and if I tell them directly, it might be a little awk-
ward. I decided to use my drawing to tell them with my easiest drawing 
style so when I’m sad I can quickly draw. After I drew, my sad feeling felt 
a lot better.
The color I used is red, yellow and blue by using triad color harmonies. 
Red is for a cause of the feeling. 

ME
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ALTISSA BOX
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Today, many people struggle with noise pollution that made by ‘dek 
waen’ so this project is about creating subculture in teenage soci-
ety. This subculture is about making them believe and persuade 
others that they have to compete about their speed not about 
their motor sound and compete about how cool their party not 
about how lound their music. 

This subcalture mascot is flies to show that its not cool and annoy-

Kod Rumkarn
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I am a person who often being in my 
thought along with my whimsical 
imagination. In my daily life, I like to 
imagine something fantasy along with 
a scene I saw in reality. After I conclude 
the plot in my head, I decided to write 
it down before drew it at home.
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As I exchanged in Russia, I had met a lot of people, who come from dif-
ferent cultures and countries, such as, Italy, France, Germany, Slovakia, 
Japan, Hungary, Russia etc. Even-though we don’t speak English or Rus-
sian fluently, we still can be good friends. This project is about drawing 
my friends to capture their 2019 faces with my 2019 drawing skill,. Then, I 
made a postcard by using my own style of drawing. This will be a memo-
rable piece of our relationship because we will grow up and see how 
long had our relationship been to show that friends always bring happi-
ness to our life

one year is not that long
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Mind 
Monsters
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My little workspace
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